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Better known as samarasketch, Samara Gan is a 
self-taught writer and artist from Singapore. 

She is an unapologetic fangirl who loves creating 
fanart of her otP’s (one-true pairings) for her 

followers. She buries her inadequacy and insecurities 
under layers of humour and false bravado, and tries 
not to think too much about her more-than-likely 

future of dying alone. Her debut graphic novel, 
How to Date a Dozen Men, began as a four-page draft 
for a contest, and is based largely on her personal 

experiences in the dating scene.
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Samara is in her mid-twenties, 
Samara is in her mid-twenties, 

and all her friends are getting married. 

and all her friends are getting married. 

Should she find herself a boyfriend as 

Should she find herself a boyfriend as 

well? It would certainly get her relatives 

well? It would certainly get her relatives 

off her back and give them something else 

off her back and give them something else 

to talk about over Chinese New Year.

to talk about over Chinese New Year.

She enters the dating scene, but soon

She enters the dating scene, but soon

realises that she knows nothing about 

realises that she knows nothing about 

dating or relationships. Join Samara In 

dating or relationships. Join Samara In 

this semi-autobiographical graphic novel 

this semi-autobiographical graphic novel 

on her quest for true love.
on her quest for true love.

“A highly relatable book “A highly relatable book 
for any person who has gone for any person who has gone 
through the painful trials through the painful trials 

and tribulations of modern-day and tribulations of modern-day 
dating. Will have you laughing and dating. Will have you laughing and 

cringing in equal measure!”cringing in equal measure!”

—Anngee neo, 
award-winNing illustrator 
of The Rock and the Bird
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